The maximum genus of all vertex-transitive graphs is computed. It is proved that a k-valent vertex-transitive graph of girth g is upper-embeddable whenever k 3 4 or g 2 4.
Graphs possessing a high degree of symmetry have often been considered in topological graph theory. For instance, a number of constructions of genus embeddings by means of current or voltage graphs is based on the observation that a graph can be represented as a Cayley graph for some group. Another kind of embedding problems where symmetrical graphs are encountered is connected with regular maps or symmetrical embeddings, generally in the interior of the embedding range. In this paper we focus on the other extreme of the embedding range by investigating the maximum genus of vertex-transitive graphs.
A similar problem has been studied by Khomenko and Glukhov [4, Theorem lo] who showed that every edge-transitive graph is upper-embeddable.
In the present paper we shall see that, by contrast, vertex-transitive graphs may not be upper-embeddable in general. However, we shall succeed in characterizing all those vertex-transitive graphs that are not upper-embeddable and in determining their maximum genus.
We show that a simple connected vertex-transitive graph of valency k and girth g is upper-embeddable whenever k 2 4 or g 2 4. The remaining vertex-transitive graphs, apart from cycles and three small-order exceptions, are not upperembeddable. These coincide, however, with truncated cubic graphs (see Section 1 for the definition) whose maximum genus was computed in [l] and [9] .
A particular attention is paid to Cayley graphs. It is interesting that a cubic Cayley graph K is not upper-embeddable if and only if K is the truncation of the graph underlying a 3-valent regular map on an orientable surface, with some exceptions.
Our study of the maximum genus is based on the investigation of connectivity properties of vertex-transitive graphs. The case k 2 4 follows simply from the fact that every k-valent vertex-transitive graph is k-edge connected [S] . The rest is then handled by showing that every cubic vertex-transitive graph of girth 24 is cyclically 4-edge-connected.
In fact, a more general result holds: for every cubic vertex-transitive graph K, the cyclic connectivity of K is equal to its girth. However, the proof of this result is quite involved so we defer it to another paper.
The graphs considered in this article will be finite and connected unless otherwise specified. A graph K will be called vertex-transitive (edge-transitive) if its automorphism group Aut K acts transitively on V(K) (E(K)). We say that K is arc-transitive if for any two edges uv and xy of K there is some automorphism cp in Aut K satisfying q(u) = v and q(v) = y. Clearly, any arc-transitive graph is both vertex-and edge-transitive. To avoid trivial cases we shall only consider k-valent vertex-transitive graphs with k 3 3.
The maximum genus
The maximum genus, yM(K), of K is the maximum among the genera of orientable surfaces in which K has 2-cell embeddings. It is well known that for an arbitrary graph K, yM(K) c [@(K)/2], where /3(K) = IE(K)l -IV(K)1 -1 is the Betti number of K. Graphs for which the equality holds are called upperembeddable. In general, the maximum genus can be computed from the formula yM(K) = (#I(K) -5(K))/2, where g(K) is known as the Betti deficiency of K. It is also well known that the Betti defficiency can be determined in a purely combinatorial manner [ 11, 61.
The concept of maximum genus is closely connected with connectivity properties of graphs. In [3] it was established by Jungerman that every Qedge-connected graph is upper-embeddable.
This was later strengthened (Payan and Xuong [8] ) by proving that every cyclically 4-edge-connected graph is upper-embeddable.
Even this was generalized independently by Khomenko and Glukhov [4] and Nebesky [7] to so called oddly 4-edge-connected graphs. Our approach to determining the maximum genus of vertex-transitive graphs is based namely on the two former results.
In [$ 512, Exercise 141 the following is proved.
Theorem 0. A simple connected vertex-transitive graph of valency k is k-edgeconnected.
Since all 4-edge-connected graphs are upper-embeddable [3] we have the following.
Every simple connected vertex-transitive graph of valency k a 4 is
, Thus it remains graphs. To do this cyclic connectivity.
to compute the maximum genus just in the case of cubic we shall strengthen the case k = 3 of Theorem 0 in terms of An arbitrary graph K is said to be cyclically k-edge-connected
if no set of less than k edges separates two cycles in K. It is natural to expect a characterization of the cyclic connectivity of cubic vertex-transitive graphs through its girth. This expectation really comes true and will be discussed elsewhere but here we shall content ourselves with a weaker and easier result which reads as follows.
Thewem 2. Let K be a simple connected cubic vertex transitive graph of girth 34.
Then K is c: .&cally 4-edge-connected.
Pro-of. For a subset A c V(K), let A denote the subgraph of K induced by A, and fiA the set of edges with one end in A and the other not in A. By Theorem 0, K is 3-edge-connected so for each non-empty proper subset A c V(K) we have ISAl 2 3. In order to prove the theorem we shall show that whenever K is not cyclically 4-edge-connected it contains a triangle. Therefore assume that there exists A such that ISAl = 3 and both A and V(K) -A contain cycles. Among such subsets A, let P be one with minimum cardinality. We wish to show that the images of P under Aut K partition V(K). Suppose, on the contrary, that K has an automorphism q such that VP # P but the set Q = P n cpP is non-empty. It is well known see [S, 46, Exercise 48(a)] that for any X, Y c V(K) it holds IS(X U k')J + 16;(Xfl 'Y)J s IfiXl+ jaYI. Setting X= P and Y = (PP we obtain IsQl G 6 -16(P U rpP)I. Clearly, IPI G IV(K)l/2, thus the set V(K) -(P U VP) is nonempty. Therefore ~G~~Q~G~+S(PU~P)IG~-~=~ whence lsQj=3. Since Q is a proper subset of P with lsQl= 3, Q is a forest. However, K is a cubic graph so this is only possible when Q is a single vertex. Consequently, P and VP have exactly one vertex, say v, in common. On the other hand, neither P nor @ contains a pendant vertex, for otherwise this would contradict the fact that K is 3-edge-connected. Hence val(v, P) 2 2 and val(v, p) 2 2. But this means that val(v, K) > 4, a contradiction. We have thus shown that the images of P under the automorphisms of K partition V(K). It is now easy to see that the subgroup Stab P G Aut K of automorphisms leaving P invariant acts transitively on P. Since at least one vertex of P has valency two, P must be a cycle. However, 16P( = 3 SO P is a ttiangle. This completes the proof. 0
The result of Payan and Xuong [8] The following notion will now be helpful. Let K be a cubic graph (not necessarily simple). The truncation of K is the graph T(K) formed from K by replacing each vertex of K by a triangle. The triangle of T(K) obtained by "blowing up" a vertex 'u will be denoted by &. Clearly, the edges of K correspond bijectively to the edges of T(K) not lying in triangles. For an edge e of K let e' be the corresponding edge of T(K). It is easily seen that each automorphism QJ of K extends to a unique automorphism @ of T(K) such that @(&) = t,(,) and @(e') = q(e)'. Moreo:*Lr the mapping 43 H @ is a natural isomorphism Aut K-, Aut T(K). The folios ing result is quite easy. Proof. First suppose that K is arc-transitive. Let x E tU and y E & be arbitrary two vertices of T(K). Clearly, there exist edges e and f in K such that e' and f' are incident in T(K) with x and y, respectively. Take an automorphism 43 of K sending u to v and e to fi Note that up exists since K is arc-transitive. Then @J(X) = y which means that T(K) is vertex-transitive.
Conversely, let T(K) be vertex-transitive. Assume that e = uv and f = xy are arbitrary two edges of K. We shall construct an automorphism q of K with q(u) =x and q(v) =y. Let u' be the end-vertex of e' which lies in tU. Analogously, let x' be the end-vertex of f belonging to tx. Choose an automorphism @ of T(K) such that Q(u) = x'. Since @ maps triangles onto triangles, it follows that Q(e') = f '. Thus q(u) =x, q(e) = f and, consequently, q(v) =y. Hence q is the required automorphism of K. Cl
We are now able to formulate and prove the main result of this section. (1) K is not upper embeddable.
(2) g(K) = IV(K)1/6 -1 and IV(K)1 a 18. (1) + (3): Assume that K is not upper-embeddable. From Corollary 1 and Corollary 3 we deduce that K is cubic and has girth 3. We shall show that K contains a 2-factor consisting of triangles. Suppose, on the contrary, that K contains a pair of triangles s and t with non-empty intersection. Then s and t intersect along a common edge e. Let u and v be the vertices of s U t, not incident with e. If u and 21 were not adjacent we could cut off s U t with two edges, contrary to Theorem 0. Hence x and y are adjacent, that is, K = &. Since K4 is upper-embeddable, this is a contradiction. Therefore no two triangles in K intersect. From the transitivity we get that each vertex of K is contained in a triangle. In other words, K has a 20factor consisting of triangles. Denote by L the result of contracting each triangle of K onto a single vertex. Then L is again a cubic graph. Assume that IV(K)1 C 18. It follows that L has either two or four vertices. Hence L is either the 3-fold K2 or &. In both cases it is easy to see using, for instance, the characterization of Xuong [ll] that K = T(L) is upper-embeddable, a contradiction. Thus IV(K)1 2 18 and (3) is proved. (3)+ (4): Assume that (3) holds. The same arguments as in the proof of (l)+ (3) show that K is the truncation of a cubic graph L of order 36. Proposition 4 now implies that L is arc-transitive. Thus we get (4) . (4) 3 (2): Let K = T(L), where L is an arc-transitive graph of order 36. From the result of [l] or [9] we obtain that K is not upper-embeddable with Betti deficiency I V(K)j/6 -1. This completes the proof. Cl
It is not very difficult to extend the above results to vertex-transitive graphs with multiple edges or loops. We shall only summarize the generalizations for multigraphs; pseudographs can be handled easily.
Let K be a vertex-transitive multigraph and let K' be the underlying simple graph. Since K' is vertex-transitive, ioo, we have following possibilities.
(i) If K' is k-valent of girth g with k a 4 or g a 4 then K is upper-embeddable.
(ii) Let K' be a cubic graph of girth 3. As we have seen, K = K4 or K' has a 2-factor consisting of triangles. In the latter case, let p be the multiplicity in K of the "triangle" edges of K' and let q be the multiplicity of the remaining edges. Using the ideas of [9] the following analogue of Theorem 5 can be proved. With the above notation, K is not upper-embeddable if and only if p is odd and q = 1, and IV(K)1 > 18. In this case E(K) = IV(K)l/6 -1.
(iii) Let K' be a cycle. If IV(K)1 is even then the edges of multiplicities p and q alternate (possibly p = 4). If IV(K)1 is odd then all the edges have the same multiplicity. Now we have the following result.
With the above notation, K is not upper-embeddable if and only if p is even, q = 1, and IV(K)1 is an even number 26. In this case g(K) = IV(K)1/2 -1.
Cayley graphs
Due to their great importance in topological graph theory, Cayley graphs will now be studied in a greater detail. We start with some relevant definitions.
Let G be a finite group and Xc G be a generating set for G. The Ctzyley gruph C(G, X) has G as its vertex-set and X x G as its edge set. An edge (x, g) is incident with vertices g and .Icg. It can be acsigned the natural orientation from g to xg and the colour x. Orientation and colour is an intrinsic property of every edge which may be invoked whenever convenient. Otherwise the orientations and &~urs of edges are suppressed and C(G, X) is understood as an undirected graph with possibly multiple edges and loops. It is sometimes advantageous to consider an alternative definition which agrees with the one already given, except for generators of order two. If x has order two then the two edges (x, g) and (x, xg) bearing the opposite orientations are glued together to form a single edge without orientation. The resulting graph will be called a reduced Cayley graph and denoted by c(G, X). Note that in both its variants a Cayley graph is connected since X generates G. For simplicity, below we shall exclude the possibility that X contains the identity element of G. The case of general X is then an easy modification of our subsequent results.
From the results of the previous section (including the final remarks) we obtain the following:
Theorem 6. Every Cayley graph C(G, X) is upper-embeddable.
We can now pass to reduced Cayley graphs. Corollary 1 implies
Proposition '7. If a reduced Cayley graph K = c(G, X) is k-valent with k 2 4 then K is upper-embeddable.
Thus we are left with cubic Cayley graphs c(G, X). Cubic Cayley graphs split naturally into two types.
Type I: X = {r, s, t} and all the generators in X have order 2. Type II: X = {r, s} where r has order 2 and s has order 33. Perhaps the most interesting property of cubic Cayley graphs from the point of view of their maximum genus is the connection with 3-valent regular maps on orientable surfaces. In order to describe this connection we need to recall some more terminology.
Let K be a connected graph. Denote by D(K) the set of arcs (directed edges) of K. Since each edge gives rise two arcs with opposite orientation, we have JD(K)J = 2 IE(K)J. Let 1 be the involution of D(K) which reverses the orientation of each arc. A rotation of K is a permutation of D(K) which cyclically permutes arcs oriented outward from each vertex of K. It is well known that there is a l-l correspondence between the orientable embeddings of K and its rotations. Let i: K 4 S be an embedding of K with rotation P. Let M be the permutation group generated by P and 1. Clearly, the generators of M satisfy the relations 1' = Pm = (PI)" = 1 for some positive integers m and n. Thus there is an obvious epimorphism T(2, m, n)+ A4 where T (2, m, n) is the triangle group with presentation (X, Y; X2 = r" = (YX)" = 1). In other words M is a finite quotient of the triangle group T(2, m, n). Since K is connected, M acts transitively on (1) + (3): Let K = c(G, X) be a non-upper-embeddable cubic Cayley graph. From Theorem 5 we obtain that K has girth three and order 318. Assume, for a moment, that X consists of three involutions. Then for each triangle z, the edges in z have different colours, i.e. r, s and t. It follows that the product of all three generators is identity, so t = rs and t = t-l =sr. Now we easily see that G = H2 @ H2 and K = K4, a contradiction. Thus X = {r, s} where r2 = 1 and s has order greater than two. If the order of s is 24 then the girth of K is 24 which means, by Corollary 3, that K is upper-embeddable.
Because this is not the case, s has order 3. Thus (3) holds. (3) =$ (4): If (3) holds then, obviously, G is a finite quotient of the triangle group T(2,3, n), for some n. It is easy to see that the only such groups of order less than 18 are Z& S3, A4 and the trivial group. This proves (4) . (4) ) is a non-trivial quotient of T(2,3, n). We may suppose that X = {r, s}.
Lkt 'i be the graph obtained from K by contracting the edges coloured s. For an arbitrary arc e of K coloured r let e' be the corresponding arc in L. If g E G is the initial vertex of e then label e' by g. This labelling defines a l-l correspondence between the elements of G and the arcs of L. Identifying the arcs of L with their labels we can define a rotation P on L by P(g) = sg. Let 1 be the permutation reversing the orientations of arcs in L. By the definition of the labelling, l(g) = rg. It is easy to see that the permutation group (P, 1) is isomorphic with G and that the stabilizer of every arc of L is trivial. Hence P defines a regular map of L on an orientable surface, and K = T(L). Now, if G = Z+ or G ES, then L G Ki3j and P defines an embedding of L into the sphere or torus, respectively. Finally, if G = A4 then P gives rise to the unique embedding of L = K4 into the sphere. We note that the proofs of (4) 3 (5) and (5) 3 (2) are based on some ideas extracted from [2] . It should also be mentioned that once the group structure of the reduced Cayley graph K = c(G, X) in Theorem 8 is suppressed, the regular map L 4i in the statement (5) is no more uniquely determined. For instance, the 3-tube Q3 underlies two different orientable regular maps; one of them is the well-known quadrilateral embedding in the sphere while the other is the hexagonal embedding in the torus formed by the zig-zag polygons of the first one. On the other hand, it is easily seen that the groups corresponding to these two maps are not isomorphic, being the symmetric group S4 and Z2 x Ad, respectively.
